SCOSCHE® Industries Debuts Nine Extendo Telescoping
Phone Mounts For Vehicle and Home Use, At 2020 International CES
Las Vegas, Nev. – (January 8, 2020) SCOSCHE® – (pronounced skōsh/skohsh) Industries, innovators of
award-winning consumer technology and accessories is pleased to announce a brand new range of
telescoping phone mounts for home, office and vehicle use.
Every vehicle and every driver is different and Extendo adjusts to perfectly suit each one. In your vehicle
you can mount it to your windshield or dashboard and then extend and angle it until you find your perfect
viewing angle, and then use the lock-nuts to secure it in place. You might decide to mount it in the middle
of the dashboard where it can be extended to suit either the driver or the passenger.

Photo shows: MagicGrip® Extendo Wireless Charging Mount (MGQWDEX2-XTET)

The Extendo telescoping arm adjusts from just over 5” to just over 8.5” (depending on model), with 220°
of angle adjustment. The mounting head on all models rotates on a 360-degree axis, so you can view
your phone in portrait, landscape or any angle in between.
For home use you can attach your Extendo to the countertop or backsplash and adjust it so that you can
view a recipe, or facetime with a friend, while you’re cooking dinner. In the office you can attach the base
to your desktop, away from your keyboard and monitor and then simply extend it when you need to use
your phone. It’s there when you need it but will wait unobtrusively when you don’t.
Like all Scosche wireless chargers, the Extendo Charge mounts are Qi-certified by the Wireless Power
Consortium (WPC), so you can be confident your phone is getting the safest and fastest wireless charge
it can handle.

Visit the Scosche booth #30306 in South Hall for a demonstration of the Extendo family of mounts that
includes: MagicMount magnetic mounts, dual-magnet, universal, Qi wireless charging, and even
advanced wireless charging mounts like the MagicGrip and Charge3.
Extendo mounts will become available Spring through Summer 2020, and will range in price from $24.99
for Universal and MagicMounts, to $69.99 for advanced wireless charging models.
Follow us on: Instagram (@scoscheinc) and @scosche on Twitter, Facebook, Pinterest and LinkedIn for
the latest news on all of the company’s award-winning consumer tech and car audio products and
accessories. Also visit our company Press Room on scosche.com.
About SCOSCHE: Founded in 1980, SCOSCHE Industries is an award-winning innovator
of consumer technology and car audio products - committed to delivering superior product
quality and functionality, exceptional value and unmatched customer service. The
designers and engineers at SCOSCHE develop products that reflect a rich heritage in
audio and mobile technologies. SCOSCHE finds inspiration in the California lifestyle,
culture, music and people. These influences can be seen in the accessories and products
that are now in the homes, offices and vehicles of people in over 50 countries. With over 400
patents/trademarks and industry awards received, it is easy to see why SCOSCHE is consistently at the
forefront of technology and innovation. www.scosche.com
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